
 
 
 

 
 
 
August 16, 2010 
 
 
Attention: Mr. James Russell, President 
 
Research Library and Educational Workshops 
New Bedford Whaling museum 
18 Johnny Cake Hill 
New Bedford, MA 02740-6398 
 
 
Dear Mr. Russell: 
 
We are pleased to submit our proposal for the New Bedford Whaling Museum Research 
Library and Educational Workshops. Enclosed you will find reproductions of our design 
presentation, a written description, and some information about us.  
 
We are honored to have been invited into this process, and hope that we will continue to 
be part of the crafting of such a fine institution. 
 
Please contact us with any questions. 
 
Thank you for this opportunity- 
 
 
 
 
Kathryn Duff & Susan Israel 
studio2sustain 
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New Bedford Whaling Museum Research Library and Educational Workshops 
Attention: James Russell, President 
New Bedford Whaling museum 
18 Johnny Cake Hill 
New Bedford, MA 02740-6398 
 
 
The Research Library and Educational Workshops addition to the New Bedford Whaling 
Museum is a rare opportunity to affirm the central mission of an historic institution, establish 
hierarchy within an urban block, and to assist in the development of opportunities to chart a 
future course.  Our proposal celebrates the history of whaling in New Bedford, expands the 
Museum across the entire urban block, from the Jacobs Family Gallery to the Sundial 
Building, while expressing in built form the Whaling Museum's commitment to conservation 
by interweaving green building practices throughout the addition and existing city block. 
 
 
A Metaphorical Ship 
 
Our design uses the metaphor of a whaling ship on a voyage that harnesses energy from 
the sky and conserves resources for a long journey. We build on the metaphor with imagery, 
materials, form and light throughout the addition. 
 
Inspired by the program, which calls for dark lower floors and increasing light as you move 
upwards, we envision the building as a ship, with a solid hull (the workshop and document 
storage) rising to meet a rail (the roof deck). This “hull” is topped with a light-weight structure 
above: the celebrated crow’s nest, which becomes a unique gathering space in New 
Bedford from which you have a sweeping view of the harbor, and Buzzards Bay beyond. 
Above the roof rises an ephemeral structure of sails and rigging - a series of solar panel 
“sails” and small wind turbines.  
 
The sky meets the deck on the fourth floor. 
 

 



 



Framing, materials, imagery 
 
The building's structure recalls the ribs and jawbone of a whale and the frames of a ship. 
Long curving “ribs,” exposed on the exterior of the building, create scale and rhythm, which 
match the typical bays found on Water Street.  These rib columns, in stainless steel 
sheathing, contrast with the warm infill cladding of a roman brick, echoing the horizontality 
of ship's planking, and in harmony with the adjacent buildings. At the third floor, the 
cladding changes to curtain-wall glass, continuing the imagery of the ocean with a fine 
horizon line where sky meets water: glass meets solid wall.  This curtain wall can be any 
combination of translucent, transparent or solid, depending on current and future 
programming needs.  
 
 
Workshop and Water Street 
 
The Workshop on the ground floor, in the hold of the ship, is a simple workspace whose 
formal street presence features large doors clad in copper. These doors honor the 
workshop’s function and the museum’s importance by wrapping a muscular functionality in 
a precious material found throughout New Bedford’s historic facades. The doors fold up to 
reveal the workshop for public display while leaving a knee-wall to restrict access for 
festivals, AHA nights, and classes. One bay has a large window to display the whaleboats 
stored there, and one bay allows pedestrian access from Water Street.  
 
The adjacent building on Water Street receives an improved façade that celebrates the 
metaphor of the ship, the Whaling Museum and the art community, with creative displays.  
 
 

 



 



Foc’sle 
 
The Foc’sle has been relocated to allow clean circulation through the museum and to 
make an on-deck experience with windows and light. From the bow of the new Foc’sle you 
will overlook the entry courtyard and pocket park on Union Street. The roof of the Foc’sle 
serves as an outdoor deck, which can be used for private events at the enlarged Visitor 
Center. Adjacent to the new Foc’cle location is a space for classrooms, which can be 
accessed from the Workshop or Union Street below, providing an opportunity to create a 
zone for experiential learning.  
 
Union Street 
 
The Foc’sle exterior is visible from Union Street, as its prow proudly announces the presence 
of the Whaling Museum in an echo of the bow of the Lagoda. Union Street is the most major 
street that bounds the Whaling Museum, and this iconographic form identifies the Museum 
even to passing cars and with limited space. Although the Union Street façade is a service 
entrance, with a large sliding boat shed door, easy access to the service elevator, and a 
cobblestone courtyard, it is designed for flexible use. It extends into the corner park to 
enhance both spaces, and when not in use for loading and service, it can be used as an 
outdoor teaching, exhibit, performance or community space. 
 
 



Fourth Floor 
 
Our proposal for a fourth floor focuses on the spectacular view of the harbor. The existing 
Visitor Center is greatly expanded and features a sweeping curved glass wall toward the 
harbor. The existing deck is expanded on the Water Street side. A smaller deck provides an 
overlook onto Union Street above the (relocated) Foc’sle. Parts of the deck can be gated 
from the existing public deck for private rentals of the expanded Visitor Center, which will 
have a very different quality as a space from any of the existing rooms.  Solar panels float 
above, acting as roofs, symbolic sails and energy generators. 
 
Crowning the Museum on the fourth floor, these additions create unique and compelling 
gathering spaces in the heart of the Historic District, which confirm the Museum’s central 
importance in the city and ties to the harbor.  
 
In combination with the gardens below, the Lagoda Room and the Jacobs Family Gallery, 
these spaces will maximize the Museum’s potential for hosting events of various sizes, 
multiple events, and generating rental income. With the added access at Union Street and 
Water Street, two locations for service and catering trucks, and the new service elevator, 
any events will be fully supported. 
 

 
 
Harpoon Gallery 
 
The plan of the addition is organized by a circulation spine, which runs the length of the 
museum, continuing and extending the existing gallery on the main floor. This “Harpoon 
Gallery” ramps down to the third floor of the Sundial Building and terminates in the Foc'sle, 
which has been relocated to this new space to allow for light above its deck.  This 
circulation allows for flexibility in future programming, giving access to any part of the site, 
while allowing for plenty of filtered light from glass walls above on the west façade. 
 

 
 



Gardens 
 
The existing corner garden and volunteer parking lot are revived with native plantings and 
self-sustaining irrigation using the site’s rain water runoff and cisterns. A stone stair will link the 
corner garden to the upper garden (lot), and then up to the terrace outside the Bourne 
Building south facing door. Chiller units will be relocated from the existing basement and 
grounds to a well-dressed enclosure along the North end of the garden, with sliding doors 
for service and ample air circulation.  The overall effect will be that of a garden cascading 
from the end of the Bourne building down across the site, transforming a handicap ramp, 
parking lot and wilted park into welcoming places for performances, classes, and events.  
Some parking will be preserved with cobblestones at Union Street, and access up through 
the site will be improved. 
 
The garden is echoed on all appropriate flat roofs with plantings in ripples of blue and green 
sedums. These low maintenance green roofs ultimately save money by increasing insulation, 
deflecting heat gain, and preventing rain run-off. 
 
 
 
Community and Education Programs 
 
The community will be welcomed into the museum without actually entering by opening 
large doors above a knee-wall to allow public viewing of the whaleboats and workshops.  
Park spaces, which thread through the site, plus the existing entrance plaza, create a well-
defined perimeter while allowing a certain porosity across the block.  
 
The Museum’s education programs will be well served by these spaces which provide living 
workshops of ship-building, sustainable gardens, expansive harbor views, classroom space, 
green buildings and on-site energy generation.  
 
 
 

 
 
 



Future Expansion 
 
While it is more than enough to contemplate this current expansion of the museum, we 
have considered any future intentions for the site in this design. The circulation spine brings 
you across the length of the site, providing access on both sides to all areas of the site. 
Egress, formal and fire, is now on Union and Water Streets. A large glass atrium could be 
used as a transition to the Bourne building and the Research Library building which would 
leave the existing facades intact, and honor the Bourne building by preserving its end 
façade as an uninterrupted atrium wall. 
 

 
 
Donor Opportunities 
 
The project can be delineated into several parts and presented to donors as individual projects, 
providing multiple naming and leadership opportunities.  
 

! Fourth floor roof decks and new observation/function room 
! “Harpoon Gallery” linear exhibition and circulation spine. 
! Green initiatives:  solar panels, wind turbines, green roofs, gardens, rainwater collection 

systems, building commissioning, super-insulation (new building), water saving fixtures 
and LED lights throughout. 

! New garden at the current volunteer parking/utility lot. 
! Resuscitation of the existing corner garden  
! Community art installations: wall art on the Union Street loading court side wall and 

existing panels on Water Street facades. 
 


